Rat brain TRH receptors: kinetics, pharmacology, distribution and ionic effects.
Optimal conditions for measuring receptor binding for thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) in the rat central nervous system (CNS) have been determined using 3H-labelled [3-Me-His2]TRH [( 3H]MeTRH). Binding assays conducted at 0 degree C for 5-6 h using sodium phosphate- and/or Hepes-buffered tissue resuspensions, with subsequent filtration through Whatman GF/B filters, yielded the best results. Association and dissociation of [3H]MeTRH binding to amygdala membranes were time and temperature dependent. Dissociation kinetics appeared biphasic. Progressive reduction in receptor affinity and capacity and increased radioligand breakdown were observed at elevated temperatures. Bacitracin (25-1000 microM) prevented peptide degradation but inhibited receptor binding (8-37%). Detailed competition experiments using MeTRH and other drugs yielded a pharmacological profile similar to that observed previously in other tissues indicating TRH receptor identification. Highest density of TRH receptors was observed in the retina and numerous limbic areas. Monovalent and divalent cations modulated [3H]MeTRH binding by reducing apparent receptor number.